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Summary Hippo has been named a trendsetting product of 2016 by EContent
Magazine, in a listing of the most interesting and timely digital content
products being used by readers and experts today.

Details The year is not even halfway over, and already Hippo has been named one of
the trendsetting products of 2016 by EContent Magazine. This list is compiled
on the basis of media coverage and expert, contributor, and reader
recommendations, of the products in recent months.

Curated by editor Theresa Cramer, the list names the most useful and
interesting tools in the quickly-growing digital content and digital marketing
space, which is becoming increasingly more difficult to navigate. The
magazine aims to help readers identify and evaluate digital content tools in the
context of their own needs and goals.

“We at Hippo are very happy to see ourselves featured by EContent as a
Trendsetting Product“, said Tjeerd Brenninkmeijer, CMO and Co-founder of
Hippo. “We pride ourselves on developing our product to not just solve today’s
content management problems, but to help businesses transform their digital
environments into cutting-edge digital experiences that are flexible enough to
adapt to any technological change or challenge that the future may hold. Our
focus on agility, content performance and personalization helps businesses to
create loyal customers and drive direct business results. We are proud to have
been recognized by ECommerce magazine as one of the trendsetters in the
digital content space, and we look forward to continuing to shape and advance
this industry.”

The EContent Trendsetting Products of 2016 List can be viewed online.
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not just solve today’s content management problems, but to help
businesses transform their digital environments into cutting-edge digital
experiences that are flexible enough to adapt to any technological
change or challenge that the future may hold. Our focus on agility,
content performance and personalization helps businesses to create loyal
customers and drive direct business results. We are proud to have been
recognized by ECommerce magazine as one of the trendsetters in the
digital content space, and we look forward to continuing to shape and
advance this industry.” 
— Tjeerd Brenninkmeijer

About Hippo CMS

Hippo is on a mission to make the digital experience more personable for
every visitor. We’re redefining the CMS space by engineering the world’s
most advanced content performance platform, designed to help businesses
understand their visitors – whether they are known or anonymous – and
deliver the content they value in any context and on any device. Together
with its global network of Certified Partners, Hippo serves a rapidly growing
number of enterprise clients around the world including Condé Nast, Bell
Aliant, Autodesk, Couchbase, the Dutch Foreign Office, Mailchimp,
Randstad, Veikkaus, the University of Maryland, NHS, 1&1 Internet,
Bugaboo and Weleda.
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